Abstract: In a current research project, our group is developing a 3D Spatial Query Language for Building Information Models. Among other features, the spatial language includes metric operators, i.e. operators that depend on the distance between 3D spatial objects. To implement these operators, a fast and well-scaling algorithm based on the octree-encoded discretized geometry for computing the distance between two polyhedra was developed. The proposed algorithm implements a divide-and-conquer strategy: It uses comparably cheap polygon-octant intersection tests to build up the octree, and subsequently performs very simple distance calculations between two octants, that can be realized as fast integer operations. The paper describes the algorithm in detail, discusses its scaling behavior and the advantages of using an octree encoding.
Introduction
Our research group is developing a 3D Spatial Query Language for Building Information Models (BIMs). A spatial query language provides abstractions for spatial relationships, thus facilitating the spatial analysis of geometric models. In existing query languages for BIMs, such as the Product Model Query Language, the utilization of spatial relations within a query is limited to simple containment relationships. This is mainly due to the structure of the underlying BIM which does not incorporate the explicit geometry of the building components.
The proposed Spatial Query Language relies on a spatial algebra that is formally defined by means of point set theory and point set topology (Borrmann, 2006) . Besides fully three-dimensional objects of type Body, the algebra also provides abstractions for spatial objects with reduced dimensionality, namely by the types Point, Line and Surface. The Spatial supertype subsumes all types of spatial objects. The spatial operators that operate on the spatial types are the most important part of the algebra. They comprise metric, directional and topological operators. This paper discusses two possible implementations of that part of the metric operators that reflect the Euclidean distance between spatial objects, i.e. the distance, the isFarther and the isCloser operator.
In a first step we confine ourselves to bodies with plane surfaces, i.e. polyhedra. For application in the context of modern construction engineering, it is necessary to consider polyhedra that might be concave or possibly possess a complex surface, i.e. a high number of facets ( Figure 1 ).
Related work
A well-known solution for calculating the distance between polyhedra with convex surfaces is the GJK algorithm (Gilbert et. al, 1988) , which relies on the Minkowski sum of the two objects and the iterative search for the vertex closest to the origin.
It soon became apparent that, for objects with complex surfaces, it is far too laborious to perform a GJK computation for every conceivable pair of facets. Therefore, bounding volumes have been introduced to filter out irrelevant facet pairs beforehand. Organizing bounding boxes in a hierarchical way allows for recursive processing and yields an even higher performance. The utilization of an Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) tree for distance calculations was introduced by (van den Bergen, 1998) . The reference algorithm shown in the second part of this paper is based on a similar approach. Other developments are bounding volume hierarchies that consist of spheres (Quinlan, 1994) , Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs) (Gottschalk et al., 1996, Johnson and Cohen, 1998) and Swept Sphere Volumes (Larsen et al., 1999) . The latter paper provides a good overview of the different approaches and a detailed comparison of their performance. Figure 1 . The paper deals with the computation of the distance between two polyhedra with complex, possibly concave surfaces. The left-hand diagram depicts the octree representation of both objects and the right-hand diagram shows the AABB tree representation.
The algorithms described above are based on a pre-set finite tree depth and a final calculation step to determine the distance between two polygonal or triangular facets (e.g. using GJK), resulting in a precise distance value. In contrast, the proposed octree-based algorithm avoids any final calculation step and runs recursively until the desired accuracy is obtained.
Octree encoding
For processing spatial operators, we utilize the octree-encoded discretized geometry of the operands. The octree is a space-dividing, hierarchical tree data structure (Meagher, 1982) . Each node in the tree represents a cubic cell and has exactly one father and either eight children if it is an inner node, or zero children if it is a branch node. The aggregation of all child cells results in the parent cell. The ratio of the child cell's edge length to that of its father is always 1:2. The octree is related to the quadtree in 2D. Data structures of this kind are usually referred to as "space trees".
There are different methods for generating the octree representation of an object's geometry. The approaches differ according to whether only the body's boundary (Wenisch & Wenisch, 2004) or also its interior (Mundani, 2003) is represented by the resulting octree. What is common to all approaches is the principle that, starting at the root node, only those children that are neither entirely inside the body nor entirely outside of it are refined. In the case of a two-colored tree, the cells that are cut by the boundary are marked black and all others white. In the case of a threecolored tree, interior cells are marked black, boundary cells grey and exterior cells white.
The octree encoding has several advantages compared to the cell enumeration scheme. Firstly, the amount of storage space is reduced by one order (from O(n³) to O(n²)), because only the boundary has to be fully resolved. Secondly, the recursive nature of the data structure allows for the application of recursive algorithms.
In the proposed concept for the implementation of spatial operators, the geometry of each single building component is discretized in a separate octree. As regards generation time for the corresponding octree, there are two possibilities: the octree can either be created when the object (building component) is inserted into the database (generation in advance) or when the spatial operation is performed (on-the-fly generation). The first approach requires more processing time for insertion and a lot of memory space needed for the continual storage of the octree.
The decision for one or the other approach mainly depends on the frequency of insertion/update operations with respect to the frequency of queries containing spatial operators. In the application domain discussed here, the frequency of insert/update operations is expected to be much higher than that of spatial queries. So the approach of on-the-fly generation is considered to be more appropriate in this case. It offers the additional advantage -particularly for the implementation of the distance operator -that the octree generation can be coupled with the recursive algorithm, i.e. only those parts of the octrees need to be refined that are regarded as being closest to each other.
The octree-based algorithm
The core of the algorithm is based on the calculation of distance values for pairs of octree cells (a cell pair is composed of one cell that belongs to octree A and another cell that belongs to octree B) on each octree level and the principle that those cell pairs whose distance is definitely higher than that of any other cell pair can be excluded from further refinement.
Because the exact position of the boundary of the objects is unknown when using an octree encoding, an upper and lower distance value has to be determined for each cell pair (Figure 2 ). To calculate these values, the upper and lower distance value is determined for each Cartesian direction by applying the following rules: if the coordinate value of both cells is equal, then the lower distance value is 0 and the upper distance value is 1. In any other case, the lower distance value results from the difference between the coordinate values minus 1 and the upper distance value from the difference between the coordinate values plus 1. The cell pairs' lower and upper distance values can now be computed by summing up the squared values. The expensive calculation of the square root is not yet necessary, because in this step only the order (closer, farther) of the cell pairs has to be determined. Since the exact position of the boundary of the objects is unknown when using octree encodings, an upper (middle diagram) and lower distance value (right-hand diagram) has to be determined for each cell pair based on the distance between the cells' midpoints (left-hand diagram).
The lower and upper distance values are used to select candidate pairs that might represent those parts of the boundaries that are closest to each other. To do this, the lowest upper distance value of all pairs is calculated and subsequently all pairs with a higher lower distance value can be excluded from further refinement. All other pairs are candidates and will be refined, i.e. pairs of the respective child cells are composed. For the resulting child pairs, the algorithm is recursively repeated, i.e. distance values are calculated, candidates are chosen and so on.
By descending both octrees in this way (which is a breadth first traversal), the precision of the calculated distance is successively increased: the calculated distance can be expressed on each level by means of an interval, whose endpoints are calculated from the square root of the upper and lower distance values determined for the cell pairs of the level in question. By letting the user choose the termination level, he is able to balance the accuracy of the result obtained with the time needed for its computation.
Time complexity of the octree-based algorithm
In contrast to traditional distance algorithms, the computational time needed to calculate the distance is independent from the number of facets the objects' surfaces 2 are composed of, but depends on the desired accuracy. It corresponds with the width of the resulting interval and increases with each recursion level by the order O(n³).
The time complexity depends directly on the number of cell pairs that need to be compared. To estimate this number, we examine the worst case, which results from two objects facing each other with parallel (plane) surfaces. For the sake of simplicity, we first examine the 2D case. As stated above, all cell pairs satisfying the distance condition d low < d upper,min are refined. In a first step, cell pairs where cell A has a fixed x coordinate and cell B fulfills the distance condition are counted. The number of such pairs multiplied by the number of cells on the flat surface in y direction yields the number of candidate pairs. Any side effects are disregarded, in other words, we assume an infinitely extended surface. For pairs of cells that satisfy the distance condition, the distance in y direction is a-1, a or a+1 (Figure 3) . No y distance smaller than a-1 is possible due to the distance of the surfaces. Nor is a y dis-tance greater than a+1 possible in view of the distance condition, because for a cell pair with a y distance of a+2 und the smallest possible x distance of 0 already d low = (a+2)² + 0² > d high,min = (a+1)² + 1² holds. For cell pairs with a y distance of a or a+1 there is additional scope in x direction, i.e. cell B can be shifted by 1or 2 places respectively (Figure 3 ). To determine the maximum distance b in x direction we have to distinguish three cases. In the first case, the y distance is a-1. The distance condition accordingly states (a-1)² + b² < (a+1)² + 1², yielding b 1,max = 4 1 a + . In the second case, the y distance is a. The distance condition accordingly states a² + b² < (a+1)² + 1², yielding b 2,max = 2 2 a + . In the third case, the y distance is a+1. The distance condition accordingly states ( Let l x and l y be the lengths of the plate in x and y direction. Accordingly, the number of cell pairs that need to be compared on level d is
) for the 3D case.
The reference algorithm based on AABB trees
In the reference algorithm, AABB trees are used for hierarchical model representation. An AABB tree is a binary tree that is built up by recursively subdividing a given mesh into axis-aligned bounding boxes. Every internal node has the property that its AABB encompasses the AABBs of its children and thus all primitives assigned to the two child nodes. In contrast to octrees, AABB trees can only model the surface but not the interior of an object.
AABB trees are constructed in a top-down manner. Given a triangulation of an object's surface, the corresponding AABB tree is built up as follows: first, the smallest AABB containing the set of all primitives is computed. After that, the set is split into two subsets, i.e. a left and a right one, according to a partition rule. We accordingly consider the projection onto the longest axis of the AABB. If the midpoint of a primitive's projection is smaller than the midpoint of the AABB's projection, the primitive is allotted to the left subset. Otherwise it is attached to the right subset. Once all the primitives of the AABB under consideration have been classified, we continue recursively with both the left and the right subset until an AABB contains only one primitive or the maximal level has been reached. In this case, the box is a leaf of the AABB tree.
An alternative partition rule sorts the primitives in ascending order with respect to the midpoint of the respective projection onto the longest AABB axis and then splits the set into two equal subsets. In contrast to the first partition rule, it produces a balanced AABB tree but, due to the wider distribution of the box size, the maximum extent of the boxes on a certain level may be larger.
The idea of the distance algorithm applied to this hierarchical model representation is similar to that of the octree-based algorithm. In a breadth-first traversal on each level, all AABB pairs that are not candidates for minimal distance are excluded. In contrast to the octree-based distance algorithm, calculations cannot be realized as integer operations and, in addition, leaf nodes of the AABB trees are handled differently.
If an AABB pair is a potential candidate for minimal distance and both AABBs of the pair are leaf nodes, we build the cross product of all primitives assigned to the two AABBs and, in a final calculation step, compute the exact minimal distance for all resulting pairs. The exact distance between two primitives under consideration is computed by means of the GJK algorithm for convex polyhedrons. Since an AABB generally encompasses a few triangles only, this does not take much time.
The computed distances between triangles may lead to a new minimum upper distance that can be used to exclude other AABB pairs in the same way as in the octree-based approach. It is possible that an AABB pair is a potential candidate for the minimal distance, but only one box of the pair is a leaf and, therefore, only the second bounding box has two children. In this case, the two children of the second AABB are paired with the first AABB, respectively. Finally, the global minimum distance results as the lowest of all the distances from one triangle to another that were computed with GJK during the algorithm.
Performance comparison
The performance of both algorithms was compared by computing the distance between two spheres with radius 1, one located at (0,0,0) and the other one at (2,2,2). To model surfaces with different complexities, the spheres were triangulated with 8, 16, 32 and 64 segments resulting in 48, 224, 960 and 3968 facets, respectively. Tables 1 and 2 depict the results of the performance measurements. The timings include the creation of the octrees and AABB trees respectively. In the case of the octree based algorithm, the tree is generated during the recursion only at the places where it is necessary, i.e. only candidate cells are refined. Table 1 and Table 2 . The results of the performance measurements. The left-hand side shows the results of the octree-based algorithm and the right-hand side those of the AABB-based algorithm. All timings are in milliseconds.
Diagrams 1 and 2. Diagram 1 plots the scaling of the octree algorithm with respect to the number of facets per sphere. Diagram 2 shows that the performance of the AABB-based algorithm depends largely on the chosen tree-depth.
We implemented both algorithms as a pure Java code, because this simplifies the server-side integration in an object-relational database. All intersection tests are performed using the Akenine-Möller approach (Akenine-Möller, 2001) . Tables 1 and 2 clearly show that the performance of the AABB algorithm is higher than that of the octree based algorithm, particularly if one takes into account that it delivers the precise distance. But, as visualized in Diagram 2, the processing time of the AABB algorithm strongly depends on the chosen maximum depth of the AABB tree. The optimal depth of the AABB tree depends on the size and distribution of the facets and can hardly be predicted for the general case. In contrast, the processing time of the octree based algorithm scales continuously with O ( 2 3d ), as deduced theoretically above.
Discussion / Summary
Using AABB trees coupled with executing the GJK algorithm for the final candidates is a good solution for calculating the distance between two polyhedra. Even for objects with complex surfaces, it displays a better performance than the octree-based algorithm. Moreover, the distance returned by the AABB algorithm is an exact value, not an interval, as in the case of the octree algorithm. The fact that most components of "usual" buildings have a rectangular, axis-aligned shape, renders the AABB algorithm even more suitable.
Although we discovered that the performance of the octree-based distance algorithm falls short of that of an AABB-based one, the former has a primal advantage: for a particular level of precision, the time for processing the distance algorithm is bounded above, independent from the number and arrangement of the facets. This property is very useful for integrating the algorithm in a spatial database, because the user is not normally aware of the complexity of the stored objects when submitting a query. In contrast, the processing time of the AABB-based algorithm largely depends on the chosen tree-depth and the distribution of the facets.
Moreover, the octree encoding provides an opportunity for an easy, yet robust implementation not only of the distance operator but also of other metric operators, such as volume or area. We consider the octree-based algorithm to be satisfactory and suitable for our purposes, because it complies with our global strategy of an octree-based implementation of all spatial operators provided by the spatial query language.
